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Abstract

Here we describe an approach for protein structure-function analysis using self-organizing maps based on the structure of a protein’s functional site. Our current approach differs from other approaches in that we directly unfold the 3D structure of the functional center of a protein into a suitable high-dimensional feature vector and then use self-organizing maps to discover similarities/dissimilarities between the corresponding feature vectors. We successfully applied our techniques to two large protein families: the protein kinases and the Ras superfamily. Even though a number of different approaches using self-organizing maps for the conformational analysis of molecules have been proposed, our approach is novel in that we apply it to protein families, use an efficient feature vector construction, and use a recently developed self-organizing map package that provides statistical support for evaluating self-organizing map quality.

1 Introduction

The function of a protein is mainly determined by structural features, especially the functional site of the protein [1]. Therefore, common functionalities among proteins can be inferred from their structural similarities. Furthermore, in large protein families we can observe that small differences in the structure of the well preserved functional sites denote differences in functionality between the proteins. Here we describe an approach for protein structure-function analysis using self-organizing maps (SOMs) [2]. Our approach is based on the structure of a protein’s functional site. The approach we employ here differs from other approaches, e.g., [3, 4, 5], in that we unfold the 3D structure of the functional center of a protein into a suitable high-dimensional feature vector and then use self-organizing maps to discover similarities/dissimilarities between the corresponding feature vectors. This approach to constructing feature vectors is substantially more efficient than the approach first outlined in [6]. Perhaps the work most closely related to ours is [7] where the authors classify protein motifs using SOMs. However, their work differs substantially from ours in that instead of directly encoding 3D spatial information of the motifs in question the authors compute a feature vector for a motif by looking at the angles at the \( \alpha \)-carbon atoms along the backbone of a protein.

We successfully applied our technique to two large protein families: the protein kinases [8] and the Ras superfamily [9]. Our proposed approach seems to be novel in that we apply it to protein families, use an efficient feature vector construction, and use a recently developed self-organizing map package that provides statistical support for evaluating self-organizing map quality [10].

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe our methodology for aligning functional sites, extracting feature vectors, and computing SOM based models. We look at details of model building and cluster analysis in Section 3. In particular, we discuss the application of our technique to the two different protein families. Finally, we discuss our conclusions and further work in Section 4.

2 Preprocessing the Protein Structure Information

The major steps for preprocessing protein data are summarized in Figure 1. First, the protein structures for proteins under investigation are pulled from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [11]. The proteins are then aligned using FATCAT [12]. From the aligned proteins we then extract only the functional site structures for our functional site based analysis. In order to filter out the functional sites, key structural information is used, like the consensus of a motif or the positional information (e.g., residue number) of a binding site for each protein. Next, the structures are simplified by extracting only the \( \alpha \)-carbons from these functional sites. This provides information on the backbone structure of the functional sites by excluding the side chains. Finally, each functional site is represented by the 3D-coordinates of its \( \alpha \)-carbons, and the coordinate data of all the \( \alpha \)-carbons is unfolded into a linear vector – the feature vector of the functional site.

Figure 2 shows a set of feature vectors as rows. Each row
represents the residues of a functional site of a protein from the Ras family. For demonstration purposes the functional sites have been truncated to three amino acids. In our actual setting we consider eight residues. Here each feature vector is denoted by two labels (a family name and a PDB ID), and three sets of attributes representing the 3D coordinates of the $\alpha$-carbon of the three residues (GXX). The three residues are the first three of the eight residues making up the phosphate binding loop (p-loop) motif GXXXXGK[S/T]. The p-loop is the active site in the Ras family. In other words, a feature vector for a protein is the sequential listing of the 3D coordinates of the $\alpha$-carbons appearing in its functional site.

3 Model Building and Evaluation

For our experiments we used proteins from two large protein families: the Ras family and the protein kinase family. We preprocessed the proteins as described in Section 2 and then constructed self-organizing maps for each protein family. The maps shown are fully converged, i.e., the clusters, their size, and their relative position to each other are statistically meaningful [13]. We commence this section by briefly reviewing self-organizing maps.

3.1 Self-Organizing Maps

A self-organizing map [2] is a kind of artificial neural network that implements competitive learning, which can be considered a form of unsupervised learning. On the map itself, neurons are arranged along a rectangular grid with dimensions $x_{dim}$ and $y_{dim}$. Learning proceeds in two steps for each training instance $\vec{x}_k$, $k = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, M$, with $M$ the number of training instances:

1. The **competitive step** where the best matching neuron for a particular training instance is found on the rectangular grid,

$$c = \arg\min_i (||\vec{m}_i - \vec{x}_k||)$$
where $i = 1, 2, \ldots, N$ is an index over the neurons of the map with $N = x_{\text{dim}} \times y_{\text{dim}}$ the number of neurons on the grid, and $\vec{m}_i$ is a neuron indexed by $i$. Finally, $c$ is the index of the best matching neuron $\vec{m}_c$ on the map.

2. The update step where the training instance $\vec{x}_k$ influences the best matching neuron $\vec{m}_c$ and its neighborhood. The update step can be represented by the following update rule for the neurons on the map,

$$\vec{m}_i \leftarrow \vec{m}_i - \eta \vec{\delta}_i h(c, i)$$

for $i = 1, 2, \ldots, N$. Here $\vec{\delta}_i = \vec{m}_i - \vec{x}_k$, $\eta$ is the learning rate, and $h(c, i)$ is a loss function with,

$$h(c, i) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } i \in \Gamma(c), \\ 0 & \text{otherwise}, \end{cases}$$

where $\Gamma(c)$ is the neighborhood of the best matching neuron $\vec{m}_c$ with $c \in \Gamma(c)$. Typically the neighborhood is a function of time and its size decays during training. Initially the neighborhood for neuron $\vec{m}_c$ includes all other neurons on the map,

$$\Gamma(c)|_{t=0} = \{1, 2, \ldots, N\}.$$

As training proceeds the neighborhood for $\vec{m}_c$ shrinks down to just the neuron itself,

$$\Gamma(c)|_{t>0} = \{c\}.$$

Here, as before, $N = x_{\text{dim}} \times y_{\text{dim}}$ is the number of neurons on the map. This means that initially the update rule for each best matching neuron has a very large field of influence which gradually shrinks to the point that the field of influence just includes the best matching neuron itself.

The two training steps above are repeated for each training instance until the given map converges.
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Figure 3: The FCPS Hepta data set.

Table 1: Hierarchy of the STE Kinase Family and corresponding Binding Sites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Subfamily</th>
<th>PDB ID</th>
<th>Binding Site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STE 7</td>
<td>MAP2K4</td>
<td>3ALO</td>
<td>108-116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STE 11</td>
<td>MAP3K5</td>
<td>4BF2</td>
<td>686-694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STE 20</td>
<td>PAK6</td>
<td>4KS7</td>
<td>413-421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PAK4</td>
<td>2J0L</td>
<td>4JDI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

class label 1 towards the center of the map. This is a representation of the tight center cluster in the original plot. We can also see that it consumes somewhat less map real estate than the other clusters meaning that the cluster is very tight. All these observations are justified due to the fact that the map has converged and therefore positioning and distance amongst clusters is statistically meaningful.

3.2 The Protein Kinase Family

Protein kinases catalyze proteins by attaching phosphate groups to them. For example, protein kinase helps bind ATP to proteins so that they can be phosphorylated and produce ADP. Here we consider the sterile (STE) group which is one of ten human kinase families [8]. Three main families in the STE group operate on each other sequentially: STE 20 activates STE11 and STE11 activates STE 7. Table 1 shows the STE families with their subfamilies and their corresponding members. Also shown is the binding site for each member. Note that the length of the respective binding sites is eight residues. As mentioned above, that means the corresponding feature vectors have a length of twenty four.

Figure 5 shows that the SOM algorithm was able to recover the subfamilies given in Table 1 as separate clusters. Here we make use of the fact that cluster relative positioning and the coloring of the map is statistically meaningful because the map has converged. We can observe that the clusters for
Figure 4: A SOM starburst plot of the Hepta data set.

Figure 5: A SOM depicting the protein kinase STE Group.
PAK4 and MAP3K5 are distinct but close together. We can therefore infer that the active site structures for those proteins are very similar. The same holds for the clusters PAK4 and PAK6. It is perhaps remarkable that the active site structure for MAP2K4 seems to share more similarity with PAK6 than with MAP3K5. It is tempting to see if an analysis solely based on the functional site of these proteins can recover the evolutionary relationships between the protein families shown in Figure 6 which is the STE branch of the evolutionary tree of the human kinase complement published as a supplement to [8]. Now, if we consider Figure 6 we can find MAP2K4, PAK4, and PAK6 on the lower branches of the tree. We can find MAP3K5 on an upper branch near the STE label. Tracing the evolutionary lines in Figure 6 it is clear that SOM’s cluster structure captures the evolutionary relationships with the exception of perhaps the MAP3K5/PAK4 relationship which on the SOM appears to be much closer than the tree indicates. One interpretation is that the structure of the active site of these two protein families has been highly preserved and that evolutionary differences manifest themselves in different protein domains.

3.3 The Ras Superfamily

The Ras superfamily of small GTPases is a large and diverse group of proteins that act as molecular switches for regulating cellular functions [9]. This superfamily is divided into five major families based on their structural and functional similarities: Rho, Ras, Rab, Ran, and Arf [16]. The protein members of the Ras superfamily have 40% - 85% of high primary sequence identity, while each subfamily has individual functions and different targets [17]. All members of the Ras superfamily have highly conserved common structural cores and function as GDP/GTP-regulated molecular switches. For example, a GTP-binding protein binds to either guanosine diphosphate (GDP) or guanosine triphosphate (GTP) so the protein becomes either inactive or active, respectively [18].

There is a particular motif in the proteins of the Ras superfamily that determines the features of each subfamily. Each subfamily acts as a molecular switch for a unique target or intervenes in a cell process, such as cell proliferation. Members of this superfamily conserve five G domains which are fundamental subunits: G1-G5 [9]. G domains are highly conserved regions related to nucleotide binding, a process that is involved with the GDP/GTP cycle. The G1 domain contains the phosphate binding loop (p-loop), which is a common motif in GTP binding proteins with a consensus of GXXXXGK[S/T], where X denotes any amino acid and S/T means S or T. Interestingly enough, the length of the active site of the protein family measure also eight residues. Table 2 shows the hierarchical relationship of the Ras superfamily and the list of PDB IDs chosen for analysis in this paper.

Figure 7 shows a SOM constructed for the Ras superfamily.
The major clusters for Rho (top-right), Rab and Ran (center-right), and Arf and Ras (bottom-center-left), are easily identified. What is curious is that there is a separate Rab cluster on the top-left of the map separated from the remaining clusters by a fairly dark border. This means that structurally these Rab proteins look substantially different from the remaining proteins. We intend to follow up and investigate.

We can now investigate whether a structure-function analysis solely based on the active site of the proteins preserves the evolutionary relationship of the proteins. Figure 8 shows a consensus tree of the Ras superfamily published in [19]. From the tree it is easily identified that the families Rab, Ran, and Rho are closely related to each other and that the families Arf and Ras form another cluster. Going back to our map in Figure 7 we can see that the relative positioning of the clusters on the map preserves these evolutionary relationships. We can observe one outlier - a sole Arf protein shows up in the Ran cluster at the bottom right of the corner.

4 Conclusions and Further Work

Here we described our approach for protein structure-function analysis using self-organizing maps based on the structure of a protein’s functional site. Our current approach differs from other approaches in that we directly encode the 3D structure of the functional center of a protein into a suitable high-dimensional feature vector and then use self-organizing maps to discover similarities/dissimilarities between the corresponding feature vectors. We used our \textit{popsom} package which supports statistical convergence and quality measures and advanced visualization techniques for self-organizing map construction and evaluation. We successfully applied our techniques to two large protein families: the protein kinases and the Ras superfamily. We have shown that SOM preserves protein intra-family relationships as clusters and inter-family relationships with the relative positioning of family cluster to each other on a map. We have shown that evolutionary relationships between protein families are to a large degree preserved within the active site of the proteins.

Future research will focus on applying this technique to other protein families and structures. We also intend to investigate the outliers we found on the map for the Ras super family.
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Figure 8: A consensus tree of the Ras Superfamily.


